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Abstract
Reinforcement learning methods have been recently been very successful in com-
plex sequential tasks like playing Atari games, Go and Poker. Through minimal input
fromhumans, these algorithms are able to learn to perform complex tasks from scratch,
just through interaction with their environment. While there certainly has been con-
siderable independent innovation in the area, many core ideas in RL are inspired by
animal learning and psychology. Moreover, these algorithms are now helping advance
neuroscience research by serving as a computational model for many characteristic
features of brain functioning. In this context, we review a number of findings that es-
tablish evidence of key elements of the RL problem and solution being represented in
regions of the brain.
1 Introduction
Until recently, Machine Learning algorithms had been classified broadly into only two sub-
branches: Supervised learning andUnsupervised learning. Supervised learning dealswith
identifying a mapping between data and corresponding labels, which is general enough
to make label predictions on unseen samples. Such techniques have been applied to vari-
ous problems such as image classification [1, 2], object detection [3, 4, 5, 6] , and machine
translation [7]. Unsupervised learning, on the other hand, operates by finding patterns in
the relationship between samples of data and hence does not require labels. Density esti-
mation [8], clustering [9], and representation learning [10, 11] are some problems to which
such techniques have been applied. Since the emergence of deep learning, supervised and
unsupervised methods have achieved state of the art results on several complex tasks and
benchmarks [12, 13].
More recently, we have seen the emergence of Reinforcement Learning as an area dis-
joint from the aforementioned and standing out as capable of exceeding human-level per-
formance on a variety of complex sequential tasks such as Atari [14], Go [15], Poker [16]
and Dota-2 [17]. Though a large portion of these successes can be attributed to recent
developments in Deep Reinforcement Learning, many core ideas employed in these ap-
proaches derive inspiration from findings in animal learning and psychology. In 2012, Lee
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et al. reviewed several works reporting evidence of core reinforcement learning ideas be-
ing implemented within neural networks in the brain [18]. Many concepts such as value
functions, model-based RL and reward prediction errors (RPEs) have been validated by
findings in neuroscience research, thus giving credibility to reinforcement learning as a
candidate to potentially explain phenomena in human learning and decision making.
Since 2012 however, much research has been done in RL, accelerated by the arrival of
deep learning, resulting in several novel approaches in the area. Relatively newer areas of
research like Distributional RL [19], Meta RL [20, 21], and Multi-agent RL [22] have sur-
faced, which has necessitated research into evidence for such phenomena in neuroscience
and psychology. In this, review, we have intentionally incorporated these works too, in
order to provide a more well rounded and up-to-date survey of the neural and psycholog-
ical correlates for modern reinforcement learning approaches.
In providing a comprehensive review of the above-mentioned topics, we employ the
following structure. First, we provide a brief overview of reinforcement learning, its core,
and the most popular ideas, in order to enable the uninformed reader to appreciate the
findings and results discussed later on. Secondly, we discuss the formulation of the RL
problem as a Markov Decision Process (MDP) and the corresponding neural analogs. In
this section, we go over analogs for rewards, value functions, and policy. Once the problem
formulation has been set, we move to discuss common algorithms and their neural cor-
relates, specifically Temporal Difference learning, credit assignment, model-free RL, and
model-based RL. Finally, we cover relatively newer approaches (Meta RL, distributional
RL, Causal RL etc.) to solving the RL problem along with evidence for their implementa-
tion in the brain.
2 Reinforcement Learning: Background
The basic reinforcement learning framework describes an agent interacting with its envi-
ronment [23]. The environment provides the agent with a ‘state’. The agent chooses an
‘action’ to execute on the environment according to its ‘policy’ or action selection strategy,
which moves it to a new state and gives it a scalar ‘reward’. This sequence is referred to
as a single transition. An agent’s interaction with its environment comprises several such
transitions. In a reinforcement learning problem, the objective of the agent is to maximize
the reward obtained over several transitions. In other words, the aim of the agent is to find
a policy which when executed on the environment gives it optimal reward over a long du-
ration. It should be noted that maximizing the reward for each transition independently
might not yield an optimal long-term reward. This aspect introduces several complexities
in arriving at an optimal solution for the RL problem.
Many reinforcement learning algorithms employ the value function as a way to assign
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utility to states and actions. The state value function is a measure of the expected long-
term reward (return) that the agent is likely to receive by being at a given state. Instead of
directly optimizing the policy over reward, many RL algorithms optimize the value func-
tion estimates over the state space and then choose the path of the highest value as their
optimal trajectory. This is termed as value iteration [24]. To update value function esti-
mates, dynamic programming methods are often used. Dynamic programming methods
update value functions by bootstrapping value functions from other states [25, 26]. Exam-
ples of DP methods are Q-learning [27] and SARSA [23]. These algorithms update their
value function by ascending the gradient in the direction of the difference between a target
value and a currently obtained reward. The target value is computed using DP bootstrap-
ping. The difference between target and current reward is termed Reward Prediction Error
(RPE). Dynamic programming methods that use value functions of states adjacent to the
current state, to compute the target, are called temporal difference methods [28].
Now that we have given a brief background on core RL concepts, we will move to
formulate the RL problem as a Markov Decision Process and evidence for this formulation
in the existing neuroscience literature.
3 Psychological and Neural Evidence for RL Algorithms
3.1 Temporal Difference Learning
Temporal Difference Learning is one of the most central ideas in reinforcement learning.
The general reinforcement learning framework based on RPEs in most instances is based
on the Temporal Difference Reward Prediction Error (TD RPE), commonly known as TD
Errors in the RL community. The TD Error is defined as:
δt−1 = Rt + γV (st)− V (St−1) (1)
Perhaps the most commonly related neuroscience phenomenon to the TD RPE is the
Reward Prediction ErrorHypothesis of Dopamine NeuronActivity [29]. The earliest known
use of TD Methods dates back to 1959 when [30] showed its usage for a checker-playing
program. Temporal Difference Learning was first formulated in a theoretical and a more
general sense, by [28] to show its optimality of existence in the real world over supervised
learning methods. Following [28]’s theoretical formulation, [31] formulated the TD error
as a neuronal weight change in a simple Hebbian Learning framework. [32] showed that
the TD model allows a formulation of expectations through value functions to influence
synaptic changes that occur in the present in a similar Hebbian Learning framework.
Perhaps not surprisingly, from the extensive experiments conducted by [29], the first
breakthrough in relating TD methods to actual biological phenomena was shown by [33]
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where they related fluctuation levels in dopamine delivery from the VTA to cortical and
subcortical target neuronal structures to TD errors.
The TD error formulation is a very specific case of the more general TD(λ) proposed by
[23] which accounts for eligibility traces. Two new terms are introduced to account for it,
the weight vector wt and the eligibility trace zt, modeled as:
δt−1 = Rt + γV (St, wt−1)− V (St−1, wt−1)
wt = wt−1 + αδt−1zt−1
zt = γλzt−1 + γV (St−1, wt−1)
When λ = 1, this perfectly mimics the behavior of Monte Carlo Algorithms and the
credit given to previous steps decreases by a factor of . Whereas, when λ = 0, only the
previous state is given credit. [23] showed that this TD(λ) formulation is the same formu-
lation as TD model of Classical Conditioning as used by [33] to verify the results of TD
Learning.
3.2 Model-based and Model-free learning
Reinforcement learning methods are generally divided into two sub-categories, model-
based, and model-free learning. Whereas model-free methods update value functions
through data collected directly from the environment, model-basedmethods follow amore
indirect approach by using the collected data to first build a model of the environment
which can then be used to generate more data. This ‘simulation’ data can then be used to
update value functions. Human neural systems are known to use information from both
model-free and model-based sources [34, 35, 36]. There is extant evidence that model-
based algorithms are implemented in biological systems. For instance, Glascher et al. [36]
observed increased activity in the lateral prefrontal cortex when previously unknown state
transitions were observed. This evidence showed that the brain integrates unknown tran-
sitions into its transition model. Additionally, the hippocampus might play a role in inte-
grating information about the current task and behavioral context. This integration might
rely on synchronous activity in the theta band of frequencies [37, 38, 39, 40].
In reinforcement learning literature, Dyna methods [41] combine model-free learning
and model-based learning into a common architecture. This might also happen in the
brain. Value functions estimated by model-free and model-based sources might be rep-
resented separately in different areas of the brain but maybe integrated while estimating
values for actions [34]. For instance, combined information about social information and
reward history can be traced to different regions of the anterior cingulate cortex [42]. In
contrast, reward prediction probability signals of both types of information were found in
the ventromedial prefrontal cortex [43]. This is supported by the finding that RPE signals
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in the midbrain dopamine neurons are known to integrate both model-based and model-
free learning [44].
3.3 Distributional RL
In standard temporal difference learning, as discussed earlier, the value of a state is rep-
resented as an expectation of future rewards starting from that state, and this value is
updated using values of future states as shown in Equation 1. Since it uses an expectation
to anticipate a future reward, this formulation might not capture bimodal or multimodal
reward distributions. Much recent work has been done on a distributional framework for
RL that maintains an expected reward distribution rather than a single average value over
future rewards [19] which enables identification of bimodal and multimodal properties in
the reward distribution.
Past work has provided evidence for distributional coding in the brain for other do-
mains [45]. Moreover, distributional reinforcement learning has been shown to be biologi-
cally plausible [46, 47]. More recently, Dabney et al. [48] carried out single-unit recordings
of the ventral tegmental area in mice and showed that for a given dopamine-based re-
ward, different cells show different Reward Prediction Errors (RPEs). These RPEs can be
either positive or negative for a single reward which goes to show that cells display vary-
ing degrees of optimism and pessimism for achieving a particular goal. Through extensive
experiments, they compared the distributional coding with other models that attempt to
explain RL in neural circuits, and showed that distributional RL most accurately predicts
RPE reversal points and future rewards in the brain.
3.4 Meta Reinforcement Learning
The standard DA based RPE learning theories, motivated from the Temporal Difference
Error based algorithms, have established themselves in the past two decades with a num-
ber of experiments confirming the theories. But recent work [43, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53] on the
prefrontal cortex (PFC) suggests that humans domore than just learn an abstraction of only
tweaking synaptic weights for learning. The PFC encodes latent representations on recent
rewards and choices, and some sectors also encode the expected values of actions, objects,
and states. [20] suggest that PFC neurons work as a self-contained RL algorithm, operat-
ing togetherwith DA based RPE learning in a “Meta-Reinforcement Learning” state. Their
simulated results not only confirm standard behaviors such as probability matching[27,
28], RPE reflecting inferred value [43, 44] but also task adaptation, learning to learn, and
model-based behavior [54] (easily mitigated by the abstractions created through Meta-
Reinforcement Learning).
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3.5 Causal Reinforcement Learning
Recent results and evidence [55, 34, 56] suggest that humans use model-free and model-
based reinforcement learning methods together in decision making. A model-based causal
representation of the world is computationally expensive but when coupled with a model-
free method, humans naturally start to induce behaviour[58], Essentially, model-free RL
relying upon latent causes [57].
More recently, Dasgupta et. al.[58] showed that through a Meta-Reinforcement Learn-
ing system consisting of a recurrent neural network trained on a distribution of tasks gen-
eralizes to new tasks from a similar distribution. A similar system was modelled with
strong experimental correlates in [20].
An area of science where causal models in reinforcement learning would have a great
impact is in the study of development of treatment protocols in health care science. [59]
investigate integrating causal factors and develop a causal policy gradient algorithm on a
custom environment developed to test dynamic treatment regimes for diseases like HIV.
Instead of taking a regular vanilla policy gradient, a causal factor C is multiplied. The
Causal factor C is computed so as to encode causal relations of an event B happening due
to event A helping in achieving better treatment strategies than vanilla policy gradient.
3.6 Hierarchical Reinforcement Learning
Most of the RL methods discussed until now were computational forms of observations
already made and evidenced in previous neuroscience literature. More recently, there has
been a trend of machine learning research influencing discoveries in neuroscience. Hier-
archical reinforcement learning is one such framework that emerged to resolve existing
problems with RL algorithms and later prompted research into the hierarchy in human
decision making.
General RL algorithms scale poorly with the size of state space due to problems with
exploration and catastrophic forgetting that arise in larger task domains. In order to solve
this problem also known as the scaling problem, a popular computational framework that
was developed was temporal abstraction [60, 61, 62, 63] which suggested learning tem-
porally extended actions that were composed of primitive actions. These temporally ex-
tended actions are commonly referred to as options [63]. For example, the option ”walk
towards the door” would be composed of primitive actions like controlling your feet and
placing them in a particular way, while trying to maintain balance.
Hierarchical reinforcement learning combines temporally extended actions to maxi-
mize reward on goal-directed tasks. In psychology, hierarchy has played a pioneering role
in explaining goal-directed behavior[64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70]. Even in neuroscience, exist-
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ing literature accounts for the prefrontal cortex being largely responsible for hierarchical
behavior [71, 72, 73, 74, 75]. Thus, even though HRL was not developed to answer ques-
tions in psychology and neuroscience, it addresses an issue with standard RL methods
which might also be prevalent in the brain.
Early work in psychology had also postulated the presence of hierarchy in human be-
havior. That determining the sequence of primitive actions requires higher-level represen-
tations of task context that was first formalized by Lashley in 1951 [64]. The concept of
task representation [76, 77, 78] is very similar to the option construct that was developed
in computer science literature. Empirical evidence that human mental representations are
organized hierarchically was also found [79, 80]. Hierarchy has also been observed in the
behavior of children through their childhood. Children learn elementary skills which are
gradually integrated into more complex skills and knowledge as they grow [81, 82, 83].
However, the strongest resemblance to HRL is found in the production-system based
theories of cognition, specially ACT-R [67] and Soar [84]. These frameworks propose that
the solution to a problem can make use of shorter action sequences called ”chunks”. Given
a problem, high-level decisions can be used to trigger these chunks. Though these frame-
works are similar to HRL in many regards, they differ in the aspect of not being based
around a single reward maximization objective.
Thus, HRL shares attributes with multiple theories in behavioral psychology. Until
now the theories we have discussed pertain to the positive transfer problem i.e sequenc-
ing temporally abstracted actions to develop goal-directed policies. Additionally, HRL
aligns with psychological theories even in its downsides. Luchins in 1942 [85] introduced
the negative transfer problem i.e that pre-existing knowledge with context differing from
the current problem can hinder problem-solving in human subjects. A direct analog to the
negative transfer problem has been observed in Hierarchical RL as well [86].
Now that the solution procedure of HRL is clear, we discuss the process of discov-
ering options. One approach to option discovery is to keep a record of states that occur
frequently on paths to goals and label them as subgoals or bottleneck states that a good
solution must pass through [87, 88, 89]. This bottleneck theory is also consistent with work
that shows that humans are sensitive to repeating sequences of events. Another approach
to option discovery from HRL literature is to construct a graph of states and all the transi-
tions possible. Then, graph partitioning can be used to identify bottleneck states which can
be taken as subgoals [90, 91, 92]. Existing work in psychology provides evidence empirical
evidence that children identify causal representations that they then integrate into a large
causal model [93, 94, 95, 96]. More recent work in HRL uses task agnostic approaches to
discover options, by using intrinsic rewards for exploration [97, 98]. Existing neuroscience
literature also provides evidence for something similar, that the same dopaminergic neu-
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rons that code RPEs also respond to novel stimuli [99, 100, 101].
4 Discussion and Conclusions
Through this work, we have attempted to summarize concisely, research that has been
conducted to understand the utility of reinforcement learning as a framework to model
many behavioral phenomena, both external and internal, observed across humans and
species of mammals. To ensure that the works covered are organized and comprehensible,
we have organized the survey into broad topics within reinforcement learning, and have
separately collected the neurological and psychological evidence for each algorithm being
implemented in biological neural systems.
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